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INTRODUCTION

"We hold these truths to be self evident, that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among
Men". The United States Declaration of Independence

''All animals are created equal, but some animals are more equal than
others". George Orwell, Animal Farm

As Americans gear up for a presidential election in the year 2008 they
frequently encounter the term "two Americas" in reference to their country. This term is clearly elaborated as the America of the "haves" and the
America of the "have nots", and the point is continually stressed that the
gap between the two is steadily widening. Scholars and politicians busily articulate this vision of two distinct societies, focusing on that which
most closely meets their own personal goals and objectives: politicians
to get our votes and scholars to enhance their intellectual reputations.
Few efforts are made to present to the public simple and specific data
and information on the areas that most directly impact those aspects of
their lives driving this gap ever wider. Scholars address mainly each
other and their presentation is limited to their own field of study (i.e.
health, education, sociology etc) and articulated in a manner that the lay
reader would find difficult to comprehend. The politician focuses on
those issues which he feels will gamer him votes and his task is to spin
3

the facts in such a way as to move the voter in his direction. What is
sorely needed is a simple presentation of "the gap" including straight
forward facts and figures that clarify issues relating to the lives of ordinary people and presented in a way which they can understand. This little volume proposes to do just that. Focusing on education, income,
health care and the judicial system information will be presented to illustrate the simple realities (and they are simple) of how the "haves" and
"have nots" are forging their way ahead (or behind as the case may be)
in contemporary American Society.

It is clear that most stories of American success and failure rest firmly
on the educational system in which an individual has been grounded.
Thus a presentation of issues pertaining to education will constitute
Chapter One. Overwhelmingly the education an individual receives determines his income and his ability to be a "player" on the American
stage. HOW he lives and HOW his CHILDREN live is heavily impacted
by the quality of the education he receives from kindergarten forward. If
he receives a quality education he will be prepared to make a "living"
wage, assuring his ability to obtain life's necessities as well as some of
life's "extras". If this education is lacking he will not only not enjoy the
extras (afforded by what is referred to as "discretionary income"-that
which is left after the necessities have been paid for), but he will be
lacking some very basic essentials of life, in some cases including even
food, shelter and health care. Chapter Two will focus on individual income and its significance. Chapters Three and Four will deal with two
areas heavily impacted by an individual's income: namely his ability to
afford adequate health care and good legal counsel. Chapter Five will
4

involve a case study focusing on Syracuse, New York as an example of
life in the "two Americas" in a medium sized American city. The final
chapter, Chapter Six, will present a summary of the findings presented
throughout the study as well as some suggestions for bringing about
change.

In 1964 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. published a very brief but powerful
book entitled WHY WE CAN'T WAIT in which he detailed how the
racial segregation in the United States had become so intolerable that
something had to be done to address (and change) that situation. It is
now time to address some of the issues of 21st Century injustice in our
society in a clear and simple manner that everyone can understand.
These issues must not be looked at by the public piece meal- a blurb in
the newspaper one day, an item on the evening news the next-but the
realities must be collected and presented TOGETHER so that the entire
picture can be understood. This brief presentation proposes to do that.

5

CHAPTER ONE: EDUCATION

"Most important is that in our country-that aspires so admirably to
be a land of opportunity-where you 're born so much determines your
educational prospects and, in turn, your life prospects". Wendy Kopp,
Founder, Teach for America

"Unless we have the wealth to pay for private education, we are compelled by law to go to public school-and to the public school in our
district. Thus the state, by requiring attendance but refusing to require
equity, effectively requires inequality. Compulsory inequity perpetuated by state law, too frequently condemns our children to unequal
lives." Jonathan Kozol, Savage Inequalities

The words of Wendy Kopp and Jonathan Kozol express a very obvious
truth and one that we, as a nation, simply do not want to face. In psychological terms we are in denial about this sad situation as it runs contrary
to everything America purports to stand for. The issue of educational
disparities in the public school system has been fully and admirably addressed by Jonathan Kozol in his book Savage Inequalities ( 1991) in
which he elaborates in great detail the astounding and very real differences in the quality of education received by students in the wealthiest
vs. the poorest school districts throughout the United States. Although
the book was a best seller and generated much dialogue and controversy
6

at the time of its publication nothing much has changed since that time.
The fundamental reason for the harsh inequalities in our schools rests
firmly on the system by which they are funded, namely through property
taxes. Students who have the good fortune to be born to parents who
can afford to purchase an expensive home in a wealthy suburban area
are virtually assured that they will receive a quality education in the public schools of their district and will thus be prepared to attend a fine university which will push them further along the road to attaining a comfortable position in American society. This in tum will enable them to
buy their own home in an affluent suburb and thus they will be able to
offer their children a quality education and so the cycle perpetuates itself
from one generation to the next. In these affluent suburbs the expensive
homes generate a large property tax base which is the primary source for
the funding of the schools. There are few businesses located in the suburbs which assure that most of the land in the area is occupied by revenue generating expensive private homes. To the contrary, in our inner
cities the property value of private homes is usually low and the many
businesses which occupy the land of a city are often granted tax free (or
low tax) status. Thus the per capita funding available per public school
student in the suburbs and in the cities varies greatly. The results in
terms of student performance are staggering. It is vital that we realize
JUST HOW staggering the performance differentiation is. It forces us to
ask the very real question: are we seeking, consciously or unconsciously,
to establish a permanent underclass? America was expanded by an underclass (African slaves) established specifically for that expansion. This
slave labor base existed for approximately 250 years and was replaced
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by a poorly paid, uneducated labor base which has remained firmly in
place to the present day. In American society the ONLY way to avoid
becoming a member of that cheap labor base is to get an education, the
more the better. Those who have escaped becoming part of that cheap
labor base (often through the previous escape of THEIR ancestors) are
well aware of the realities of American economics and they are ready to
do what it takes to assure their children a quality education. It is hard to
imagine anyone really believing that a child born into circumstances beyond his control deserves to be the recipient of a poor education, but
many of those living in the privileged suburbs have made clear that they
will not tolerate any improvement in the funding of urban schools if it
requires ANY "sacrifice" in the quality of education offered in the suburbs. Establishing a LEVEL (equally funded) playing field is simply not
acceptable to them if it means ANY cutback in THEIR well established,
well funded schools.

Clearly, when we discuss the disparities between urban and suburban
schools we are discussing the issue of "affluence" segregation. Theoretically then our discussion would not involve the matter of racial segregation, but in reality this financially driven issue of education is closely
related to racism as demographics indicate clearly that urban populations are predominantly Black and Hispanic and poor, whereas suburban
populations are predominantly White and relatively affluent. Thus in
examining comparative statistics regarding the academic performance of
urban and suburban public school students we will often find the information presented via racial demographics. Kozol refers to a report released in 1987 by the Community Service Society of New York which
8

states: "Suggestions of racism must be made with caution. However, it is
inescapable that these inequities are being perpetuated on school districts which are virtually all Black and Hispanic". The situation has not
changed much in the past twenty years. In 2004 The Education Trust, a
non profit organization known for its study of the nation's student
achievement gap between rich and poor students, reported that New
York State has the nation's largest gap in funding between its wealthiest
and its poorest schools, translating into as much as $65,375 a year more
being spent in the classroom of the wealthiest suburban school than in
the classroom of the inner city's most impoverished neighborhood
school. The Trust pointed out that in New York there exists a funding
expenditure gap of more than $2,000 per student per year between the
students in the most affluent school districts and those in the least affluent districts. This, according to the report, results in a reality in which a
wealthy elementary school with 400 students would have almost $1.05
million more a year for its operational expenses compared to a school
with the same enrollment in a high poverty neighborhood. In 2006 The
Harvard Civil Rights Project released the results of a study focused on
an examination of segregation in the nation's public schools. The study
determined as of the school year 2003-04 the schools of California and
New York were the most racially segregated in the country. The percentage of Black students in 50-100% minority schools was 87% in
California and 86% in New York. The reality of school segregation is
evident in many parts of the country. For example in Tuscoloosa, Alabama, although the city is 54 % White, its school system in 2006 was
75% Black and on the city's west side its five schools had 2,330 students
only 19 of whom were white; its high school was 99% Black. Such sta9

tistics can be matched in cities throughout the country. Gary Orfield, coauthor of the study, pointed out that "there is a direct correlation between school segregation and the drop out rate. Segregated schools are
almost always distinguished by poverty as well as race. In those schools
you find fewer qualified teachers, higher student turnover, and more remedial classes". Today most segregation is based overwhelmingly on
family affluence and the level of affluence usually determines a community's racial make up. Chapter Two "Income and Economics" will discuss the direct correlation between low income and racial ethnicity.

It is really a no-brainer to come to the conclusion that poorly funded

schools tend to produce poorly educated students. Without adequate
supplies, up to date texts, a reasonable student teacher ratio and a well
prepared and highly motivated faculty, students will have a very difficult
time attaining academic proficiency.

In the Sept. 06 issue of BLACK

ENTERPRISE magazine publisher Earl Graves said, with reference to
Black students, "To give up on the goal of a college education for ourselves and our children is not an option. In fact it ( a college education)
is an absolute necessity ..... According to the United States Census Bureau, over a lifetime, the difference in earning potential between a high
school graduate and a college graduate is more than $1 million ..... we
must make a college education a non negotiable objective for ourselves
and our children". Unfortunately the situation is even more dire than
voiced by Mr. Graves. Large numbers of America's least affluent children never make it through high school, let alone move on to college.
According to a 2004 report by the United States Dept. of Education, in
the 2000-2001 school year high school students from low income fami10

lies (the lowest 20%) dropped out of school at six times the rate of their
peers from high income families.

A recent report by researchers at John Hopkins University reported that
in approximately 1700 high schools in the United States--one out of
every ten-only 60% or less of the students who enter as high school
freshmen actually make it to their senior year. The researchers designated these schools "dropout factories" and point out that they are situated overwhelmingly in the poorest communities. Not only do the dropouts not continue on to college but according to a 2005 "Graduation
Rate Crisis" report by Harvard University's Civil Right Project, they are
three times as likely to be incarcerated as students who remain in school
and graduate. Those who struggle through the poorly funded schools and
seek to attend college find themselves at a decided disadvantage when
competing with the well prepared graduates of the more affiuent suburban school districts. Most colleges require that prospective students take
SAT exams. College Board officials, according to a WASHINGTON
POST article published in August of 2006, pointed out that "SAT scores
are nearly always higher in more affluent areas". As noted earlier,
demographics clearly indicate that the economically poorest school districts are inhabited largely by Blacks and so the discrepancies between
poor and affluent schools can be examined though the use of racial data.
The discrepancy between the scores of Blacks (mostly attending poorly
funded schools) and Whites (usually attending well funded schools) is
very marked. In 2006 the combined verbal/math SAT scores for Black
students was 863 and for White students 1063. Clearly what goes on in
the classrooms of the poorly funded schools leads to the poor perform11

ance of the students enrolled in them. A recent report released by
Forbes.com ranked Syracuse/Central, New York (to be discussed in detail in Chapter Five, "Syracuse: A Tale of Two Cities") as 8th in the nation of best "places to educate your child". Number one was Washington/Arlington, VA and number four was Baltimore/Towson, MD.
Clearly the schools located WITHIN THE CITIES of Washington DC,
Baltimore, Maryland and Syracuse, New York are not offering their students a quality education. The plaudits are being handed out to the
wealthy suburban school districts surrounding these cities which have
done an outstanding job (with their significant resources) in preparing
their students to attend fine colleges and universities and as a result to
enjoy future economic success. The entire educational process in the
impoverished inner cities is one that spells failure for its students from
early on in their educational process.

In an effort to address the issue of poor quality public education Pres.

George Bush in Jan. 2002 signed the NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND BILL
into law. According to this bill schools must assure that all of their students perform up to par on state mandated standardized tests in reading,
math and writing. Schools throughout the country that repeatedly fail to
produce students who can demonstrate basic proficiency face the possibility of sanctions, the most serious of which is school closure. The law
also stated that all of the nation's teachers must be highly qualified in
the subjects they teach by the end of the 06 school year. As of the end
of that year many schools had not attained that goal. The United States
Dept. of Education then revised its requirements to demand that states
include information on HOW they intended to improve their teaching
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corps and thus ensure quality instruction for all children. Many states are
still working to achieve this goal. The Education Trust, which advocates
for underprivileged children, noted that states have largely ignored the
provisions entered into their revised plans. The NO CHILD LEFT
BEHIND BILL mandates that schools provide underperforming students
with tutoring and other assistance, but in 2005 the Government Accounting Office found that only 19% of eligible students were receiving the
required help. When efforts to provide quality education fail, The NO
CHILD LEFT BEHIND Bill provides that children enrolled in failing
schools have the opportunity to REQUEST placement in schools that
meet the required standards. So far the emphasis has been on
REQUESTING transfer, not GETTING transfer. For example, in Central New York in 2005 nineteen schools failed to meet the designated
target for student performance on state mandated tests, so the students in
these schools should have been allowed to transfer to better performing
schools. One complication in the facilitation of such a transition is the
reality that parents who are eligible to request a transfer for their child
are not always informed in a timely manner as to whether or not their
child's school is on the federal list of failing schools. The NO CHILD
LEFT BEHIND LAW requires states to make the list public before the
start of each school year, but does not specify what "BEFORE" means.
In 2004 by the time the opening week of school had arrived The New

York State Dept. of Education still had not released a complete list of
failing schools, the third straight year that the lists were not made available before September. In Central New York in 2005, as just stated, 19
schools were on the failing list but the preferred schools were so
crowded that only a handful of students were actually able to transfer. In
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fact, in 2005 only 23 of the estimated 9,000 students in the nineteen eligible schools transferred. In short, the right to REQUEST a transfer does
not necessarily result in actually being transferred and thus most students remain firmly in place in their underperforming schools. And as
will be shown in Chapter Five dealing with Syracuse, New York, the
level of underperformance is staggering. In New York City, for example, in 06 only 45% of eighth graders met the state standard in math and
only 41 % met the measure in reading. The situation in Syracuse was far
worse. Only 20% of eighth graders met the state standard in math and
28% in English. In the affluent suburbs of New York City and Syracuse
it is routine for 80-90 % of students to pass the state's standardized tests.
The situation of these two cities is echoed over and over again throughout the country.

It is not only urban communities that are guilty of perpetuating substandard education in their public schools. In 2007 Bud Ferillo, a public relations

executive, produced and

directed a documentary called

CORRIDOR OF SHAME to call attention to the horrible condition of
public schools in rural South Carolina. The "corridor" referred to includes a strip of land on either side of Interstate Highway 95 in the state.
The students in these schools were daily exposed to crumbling buildings, outdated texts and inadequate learning materials.

The lifelong consequences for the students experiencing such horrific
schooling are indeed dire. Except for the few who manage to slip "up"
the cracks and move on to college, the others become a poorly paid underclass who will only be able to provide the same poor education for
14

their children and thus the cycle is perpetuated generation after generation.

"-Will these children ever get what white kids in the suburbs take for
granted? I don't think so. Ifyou ask me why, I'd have to speak of race
and social class. I don't think the powers that be in New York City understand, or want to understand, that if they do not give these children
a sufficient education to lead healthy and productive lives, we will be
their victims later on. We'll pay the price some day in violence, in economic costs."

School principal from the Bronx quoted by Daniel Schugurensky, University of Toronto, in History of Education: Selected Moments of the

20th Century

For all students who move on to college, especially for those who have
managed to overcome the hurdles of a less than adequate secondary
education, the college cost factor looms large. Obviously the less income
that the household of a college student generates the more reliant that
student will have to be on student loans. That matter is very thoroughly
discussed in Derek Price's book, BORROWING INEQUALITY:
RACE, CLASS AND STUDENT LOANS. The headline of a July 07
article in USA TODAY described the reality of college costs very simply: "Cost of higher education gets more pricey" and in Oct. 07 Associated Press writer Justin Pope noted "Cost of college rises faster than inflation, student aid". Pope pointed out (based on data provided by the
College Board) that at public colleges and universities the cost of tuition
15

grew an average of 6.6% and in private colleges an average of 6.3% in
just one year. Most students come from households that cannot afford
out of pocket payment for their children's college tuition bills, and since
federal loans do not stretch to cover all expenses, many students have to
tum to private loans which demand a much higher interest rate than government loans and thus a longer period of time after graduation is required to pay the loan off. Pope pointed out that a decade ago nonfederal loans accounted for about 6% of student aid, but in 06-07 it accounted for approximately 24% of student aid .. To alleviate this situation on Sept 27, 2007 the national COLLEGE COST REDUCTION
AND ACCESS BILL was signed into law. According to this Bill, interest rates on federally subsidized student loans would be cut in half over
the next four years, saving the average student approximately $4.400
over the life of the loan. Additionally the law provides that borrowers
will not have to devote more than 15% of their annual discretionary income to loan repayments and it allows borrowers' loans be forgiven after 25 years. While this is certainly uplifting, it does not change the fact
that most economically disadvantaged students will still have to tum to
private loans for additional funding and there are no restrictions on the
interest rate lenders can impose on these loans. Additionally, academically disadvantaged students will be handicapped by a law passed by
Congress in 07 mandating that only college freshmen and sophomores
who complete what is designated a "rigorous" high school course can
receive certain new math and science grants approved by Congress.
Congress required Education Secretary Margaret Spellings to judge
which high school programs are sufficiently challenging to render students eligible to receive the new aid. For the time being Spellings de16

ferred to the states to make that judgment, but she informed the states
that in future years the criteria will get tougher. The math and science
grants are open only to students who already qualify for low income Pell
Grants, but some interested students may be shut out because their high
schools do not meet required standards.

It is very obvious that academically impoverished public schools combined with the prohibitively high cost of college education for those
who manage to overcome the inadequacy of these schools, place an
enormous and often insurmountable handicap on the economic future of
America's lower (and even middle ) income children. Thus, many of
those children will become, as were their parents, members of a poorly
paid underclass, and will, in tum, only be able to provide the same poor
education for their children, and thus the cycle is perpetuated generation
after generation. It is clear that education is the foundation on which
American economic success and failure rests, and that it is far and away
the chief determinant of an individual's economic lifestyle. Chapter Two
will discuss various aspects of income and economics currently facing
American citizens.
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CHAPTER TWO: INCOME AND ECONOMICS

"Record bonuses on Wall Street at a time when ordinary working
Americans are filled with anxiety about their economic / uture are
signs that the trickle down phenomena that was supposed to have
benefited everyone never happened. "

Bob Herbert, NEW YORK

TIMES DEC. 2007

"Feeling poor? Watch rich people on television". Kevin McDonough,

Syndicated columnist, SYRACUSE POST STANDARD Jan. 2008

In Dec. of 2007 Pres. Bush at a Rotary Club meeting in Fredericksburg,

VA announced that in his view "the economy remains pretty good". He
acknowledged that there were "some storm clouds and concerns, but the
underpinning is good". He made this pronouncement at a time when
large numbers of Americans were enduring great financial stress and
struggling to meet their monthly mortgage payments, a time when Alan
Greenspan and other financial experts were postulating the chances for a
recession within 2008 at 50-50. Around the same time Congress put a
one year hold on expansion of the "alternative minimum tax", intended
originally to put the brakes on super rich tax dodgers, but slated to hit
the less wealthy if continued without intervention. Politicians were
scrambling to protect potentially affected tax payers in the $75,000 to
$200.000 annual income range, whom they were defining as the "middle
class", from having to pay this tax.
18

Politicians, and even economists and sociologists, have a tendency to
bandy about the term "middle class" very frequently and very loosely.
As a result the general public has lost (if indeed they ever had) any realization what the term means and what REALLY constitutes the "middle
class". To gain an understanding of American social and economic class
structure it is vital that we understand what the word MIDDLE means
and the obvious place to begin is by looking at the definition of that
word. According to WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD DICTIONARY the
word "middle" is defined as follows: "halfway between two given
points .... equally distant from all extremities, in the center". Thus by
definition MIDDLE CLASS in economic terms refers to wage earners in
the "middle" range of all wage earners. The United States Census Bureau, which regularly reports on the earnings of Americans, uses the
term MEDIAN to refer to the mid point of all wage earners and defines
the median income as the income amount "which divides the income
distribution into two equal groups, half having incomes above that
amount and half having incomes below that amount". In reporting on the
earnings of Americans, the Census Bureau uses basically three categories: household income, individual income and family income. "Household income" refers to the income earned within a specific household
regardless of the size of that household (one person, four persons, ten
persons). Individual income refers to the earnings of a single wage
earner, and "family income" refers to households with two or more persons related through blood, marriage or adoption .To obtain a realistic
and comprehensive picture of the earnings and resulting lifestyles of
United States citizens we need to examine "household income" which is
inclusive of individual and family income, and is thus the most reliable
19

overall indicator of how Americans can (or cannot) afford to live.

According to the US Census Bureau the median annual household income in the Unites States in 2006 was $48, 201. This means that 50% of
all American households were earning LESS than that amount. Only
19% of households reported incomes above $100,000 and 23% of
households earned less than $23,200. 12.7% of households fell below
the poverty level. Only approximately 21 % of households earned over
$80,000 a year. If we then LOGICALLY seek to identify the "MIDDLE
class" we first need to establish how far out from the $48,000 median
income on EITHER side we wish to extend in order to establish an economic picture of the US MIDDLE CLASS. If we decide to identify
"middle class " as the middle 40% of American households, then we
need to move 20% in either direction from the median to obtain the approximate income range of that 40% middle income group. By doing
this we will identify the annual income on which middle Americans are
operating and what we find, based on 06 US Census Bureau figures, is
that the annual income of this group ranges between $30,000 and
$65,000. MIDDLE CLASS households then are operating and managing
their lives on budgets in that income range. Hence, the people that Congress was trying to protect from paying the alternative minimum tax
were NOT, by definition, the MIDDLE income group of American
households. This reality is KEY to understanding the financial situation
of MIDDLE America. The terms "middle class" and "average American" are so loosely used that people accept them without question and as
a result have a distorted picture of the American household's financial
reality. As well known a figure as Charlie Gibson of ABC News, while
20

moderating a debate at St. Anselm's College during the 2008 presidential primaries in New Hampshire, expressed his view that two married
college professors at that institution would have a combined income of
$200,000. His comment was greeted with laughter by the audience,
laughter no doubt based on the fact that the audience, probably many of
whom were on the faculty, were well aware of the realities of their own
mcome.

It is important not to confuse the terms MEDIAN and AVERAGE. Ac-

cording to WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD DICTIONARY average "is the
numerical result obtained by dividing the sum of two or more quantities
by the number of quantities". According to the US Census Bureau, in
2006 the AVERAGE household income was $53,100. This is obviously
higher than the MEDIAN income because very wealthy people pull the
AVERAGE income up. It is the same as adding grades received on
quizzes. Very high grades will pull up lower ones and raise the average.
If you live in the same community as Bill Gates the community's

AVERAGE income will be very high indeed, but the MEDIAN income
will be much different and much lower than the AVERAGE income. If
we want to know what Americans are really earning and how they are
really living we need to check out the median income range. And we
must never forget that fully 50% of American households in 2006 were
living on less than $48,000 annual income.

Clearly what we earn in many ways determines the quality of our lives.
We live in a consumer driven economy in which our spending drives
two thirds of that economy and so we are educated from infancy onward
21

to become shoppers. Many people identify shopping as a hobby, a favorite past time. Everything around us prompts us to buy, buy, buy. "I
want", "I must have", "I need" are terms we use liberally when referring
to items in our environment that attract our attention. If we can not fulfill
our purchasing desires we often experience frustration and even depression or anger. We ask why we cannot afford what so many others appear
to be able to afford. At this point then we need to consider the meanings
of two important financial realities, "discretionary income" and "purchasing power". "Discretionary income" refers to that money which a
household has left after the necessities of life have been realized. "Purchasing power" refers to what that household is able to buy with the income at their disposal and this is often dependent on what part of the
country they live in.

In late December of 06 the WASHINGTON POST published an article
on the financial status of what its author, Neil Irwin, referred to as an
"average" American family. Procedurally, he "took government data on
how much all Americans are making, how much they spend, what they
own and what they owe and divided it by the number of households" in
the United States. He suggested, "You can think of the result as the average financial statement of an average American household". This "average" household had an annual income of $101,185 and assets (possessions owned without debt) of $605,522. The operational word here is
AVERAGE. Added in with this tally were the incomes of Bill Gates,
Warren Buffet and all the other multi billionaires and this, of course
skewed the "average" way up. The 06 Census Bureau, as previously
stated, reported MEDIAN household income at$ 48,000 and it reported
22

MEDIAN household assets (net worth) at $71,600. Obviously there is a
HUGE discrepancy here between the financial status of the median
household (as reported by the Census Bureau) and the AVERAGE
household (as reported by Irwin). The ordinary American does not see
his financial situation any way reflected in Irwin's composite of the
"AVERAGE" American household. It is vital that Americans recognize
this discrepancy between MEDIAN and AVERAGE or they will really
have a very distorted picture of the financial situation "ordinary" Americans are actually experiencing and will believe "average" refers to financial conditions actually reserved for a very few. The really well off
will think their situation represents the norm. They will, of course, realize that there are those less well off than themselves, but they will view
this group as a minority. And that perceived "minority", which in actuality is the majority, whose financial situation is no where near that of Neil
Irwin's "average" family, will feel they are really VERY poor and must
be doing something wrong as most of America is decidedly better off
than they are.

What almost all American households do share is the TYPE (if not the
amount) of expenditures which they encounter. In analyzing his "average" family, Irwin listed these expenditures as follows (utilizing his sequence):

Motor vehicles and parts
Furniture and household equipment
Other durable goods
Food
23

Clothing and shoes
Gasoline and oil
Fuel oil and coal
Other non durable goods
Housing
Electricity and gas for the home
Other household operation expenses
Transportation
Medical care
Recreation and Other Services

While not everyone would arrive at the exact same list Irwin did, his list
is representative of the TYPES of financial expenditures encountered by
most households in the United States. What is VERY different is the
AMOUNT the different households can AFFORD to spend on each
category and that difference is what constitutes variations in lifestyles.
Irwin's family spent $84,262 on the goods and services provided in the
above list. We must never forget that fully 50% of households have to
manage ALL of their expenditures on LESS than 60% of that amount.
Not clearly included on that list are contributions for retirement funding
and college education of children. Some of the expenses on the list such
as gasoline, electricity, heating oil, and food are fixed for all of us as are
sales taxes charged on the goods and services we utilize. We can
CHOOSE to cut down on all unnecessary vehicular movement, to conserve utility bills by sitting in cold or hot houses, to carefully regulate
our intake of food, but for many Americans these steps are often not
really a matter of CHOICE but rather a matter of economic
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NECESSITY. It would be important for everyone to see Irwin's analysis
applied to the expenditures of the "MEDIAN" household. It is a fair assumption that that median income household (with the possible exception of a single person household) would have a very difficult time
maintaining basic and essential expenditures on their annual financial
intake. Discretionary income for most median income households would
be virtually non existent. Additionally, the purchasing power of their
income would be largely dependent on the part of the country in which
they were living.

These middle income households no doubt would find December 07
headlines reading "EXECS LEAVE WITH MILLIONS" and "WALL
STREET BONUSES THIS YEAR SPIKE 14 PER CENT" very disturbing, especially if they read the details that follow these headlines. They
learn, for example, that Lloyd Blankfein, CEO of Goldman Sachs Group
Inc, received for 06 a total compensation package of $68.5 million and
that even a lesser luminary such as John Zawadski, CEO of Partner's
Trust, received $5.1 million as a severance package when his bank was
acquired by M&T Bank in 07. Bob Herbert's column in the NEW
YORK TIMES in late Dec.2007 on the "Very Happy Holidays for the
Rich" points out that in spite of the turbulence in the financial markets
during 07, Wall Street's top security firms handed out "nearly $38 billion in seasonal bonuses, the highest total ever". Herbert states that
while celebrating individual wealth is commonplace on Wall Street, for
most Americans "the American dream is on life support". He referred to
a poll conducted by Lake Research Partners according to which only
16% of respondents believe that their children's generation will be better
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off than their own. The differential between Wall Street and Main Street
clearly shows that the trickle down theory of economics (according to
which the wealth of those at the top will trickle down to benefit everyone below them) has not been working. While the rich are getting ever
richer, most other Americans are not even able to maintain the status
quo. Herbert reports that according to Demos, a policy research group in
New York, "American Families are using credit cards to bridge the gaps
created by stagnant wages and higher cost of living". He concludes his
column with gloomy words: "This Christmas season too many American
workers are looking forward to 2008 with dread, worried about their rising level of debt, of whether they will be able to hang on to a job with
few or no benefits or how to tell their kids that they won't be able to
help with the cost of college".

In addition to the burden of trying to "make it" on the median household

income, many wage earners, at all income levels, have to deal with the
constant fear of losing their job. With many employers outsourcing jobs
overseas and downsizing unprofitable corporations, employees at all
economic levels have to deal with the constant anxiety of simply maintaining their jobs. While the overall unemployment rate of 4. 7% at the
end of 2007 does not sound too bad, it does not tell the whole story. That
percentage does not include those workers who have stopped seeking
employment nor those who settled for lower paying jobs or even part
time work. The term "Unemployment Rate" refers to exactly what it
says, UNEMPLOYMENT. Anyone who is employed, however little he
may be earning, is obviously not counted in that category.
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While the economic position for a large number of Americans is definitely distressing, for non whites it is downright alarming. While the
median household income for Whites in 06 was $50,673, the median
household income for Blacks in that year was $31, 969 and for Hispanics $3 7, 781. Additionally twice as many Blacks as Whites were unemployed in late 2007: 4.2% of Whites vs. 8.4% of Blacks. Almost 25% of
Blacks in 06 lived below the poverty level while only 9% of Whites did.
As stated in Chapter One, Americans' economic well being is largely
dependent on their level of education. As of 2006 the median weekly
income based on educational level was as follows:

High School Dropout: $419
High School Graduate: $595
Some College: $674
Associate Degree: $721
Bachelor's Degree: $952
Master's Degree: $1,140
Professional Degree: $1,474
Doctoral Degree: $1,441

It is evident that those who are not well educated will face a lifetime of

financial struggle. This very real situation is one that receives only cursory attention in the media , most likely because those affected do not
have the time or inclination to watch the TV programs or read the print
media that address their issues. Their plight is referenced and then
passed over by the media and the politicians to address the interests of
those with better education and more money who feel more involved
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and are thus more likely to vote (of interest to politicians) and to participate financially (of interest to merchants as well as to recipients of
donations). Someone who is struggling to SURVIVE from one day to
the next has little left over to focus on theoretical political and economic
issues, even those addressing his own welfare. In 1954 psychologist
Abraham Maslow created his now famous pyramid establishing a hierarchy of human needs. Five categories were arranged on the pyramid; in
ascending order he placed: physiological needs, safety needs, belonging
needs, esteem needs and self actualization. Maslow postulated that human beings sought to fulfill those needs from the bottom up. A person
who is very hungry or very thirsty seeks to address that need before addressing needs higher up on the pyramid. People who live in unsafe
neighborhoods where drive by shootings and roaming street gangs
threaten their safety, and where they have to struggle to earn enough to
provide for their food and shelter, are focused on the bottom two floors
of the pyramid. They are often so absorbed at this level that they have no
time or energy to move further up and thus they are of little interest to
those who wish to engage others on a theoretical level. Additionally,
they often lack sufficient education and commitment to become meaningfully engaged at higher levels. For example, regarding Maslow's
third level, "belonging needs", Martin Luther King recognized the danger presented by a segment of the population whose needs in that area
were not being met as citizens. "There is nothing more dangerous than
to build a society with a large segment of people who feel that they
have no stake in it; who feel that they have nothing to lose; People who
have a stake in their society protect that society, but when they don't
have it, they unconsciously destroy it".
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In the midst of all of the financial crises situations faced by the "real

middle class", is the reality that they are spending more than they are
earning-not surprising in view of the financial realities confronting
them. In contrast to the 1970s, throughout which the annual household
savings rate was around 10%, for the past two years the monthly savings
rate has been hovering around negative .05% or higher, the lowest savings rate since the Great Depression. This middle American wage earner
is constantly urged to save for a rainy day, for his children's college
education, for his retirement. But he LITERALLY has NO money to
save; he needs every penny he earns to meet his daily living expenses. In
reality the economic system of which he is a part does not want him to
metamorph into a saver. For the United States consumer driven economy that would spell economic disaster. In 2006 an article bearing the
title "Hooray for the Low Savings Rate" appeared in the financial paper
The MOTLEY FOOL. In this article the author, Robert Brokamp, applauded the negative savings rate, postulating "if each American household started saving 10% of its income, Home Depot would sell 10%
fewer hammers and saws and Dell would sell 10% fewer computers .... Generally revenues for American business would drop 10% resulting in a drop in stocks and a rise in unemployment". The "median"
American consumer has long been in a quandary: to save or not to save.
In the past year the quandary has been largely eliminated for middle in-

come wage earners as they don't have the money left for discretionary
spending anyway and have thus had to curtail their role as consumers.
Brokamp suggests that these wage earners will not be able to retire until
much later than they had originally planned which he sees as positive
since they "will keep putting money into the stock market rather than
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taking it out and they will continue paying FICA taxes which should
help social security and medicare programs". What we are now faced
with is a large segment of the American population that is able to be
NEITHER consumers NOR savers, and how that story plays out has yet
to be seen. It is eerily reminiscent of the Great Depression.

It should be very obvious at this point to anyone who cares to notice that
the America inhabited by the top 25% of the population is very different
than that inhabited by the bottom 25%. Additionally the middle 50% are
definitely finding it almost impossible to attain and maintain the so
called "traditional middle class American lifestyle". As noted earlier
simply paying for the routine and necessary expenditures listed in the
Niel Irwin article has become ever more difficult for all Americans except the top 25%., and unless they are in the top 5% they too have difficulty maintaining their lifestyle. According to the public policy research
organization Demos, credit card debt nationally rose 315 % from 1989
to 2006. The lower 50% not only have difficulty providing themselves
and their families with food, clothing and shelter, but their poverty often
prevents them from gaining access to adequate medical care and legal
counsel. The next two chapters will focus on these two areas specifically, as they very clearly draw an alarming distinction between the inhabitants of the "two Americas".
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CHAPTER THREE: HEALTH CARE

"There is another awful cost to a policy of health care as a business:
No one in the modern world ever goes bankrupt because of medical
bills except in the United States of America" David Cay Johnson, Free
Lunch

"....An estimated 50 million Americans lack medical insurance, and a
similar and rapidly growing number are underinsured. The uninsured
are excluded from services, charged more for services, and die when
medical care could save them----an estimated 18,000 die each year because they lack medical coverage" Sarah Ruth van Gelder. YES!

Magazine, Sept. 06

The horror story of the American health care system is well known and
well documented. It came to the forefront in 07 with Michael Moore's
documentary SICKO and has been a topic of discussion for politicians
for years. This system is one more vivid example of the profound inequality experienced by American citizens. As van Gelder points out:
"The United States leaves the health of its citizens at the mercy of an
expensive, patchwork system where some get great health care while
others get none at all". For those who are wealthy or whose employment
provides them with adequate health insurance coverage, the system
works just fine, but for the millions who are uninsured or underinsured,
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their health is constantly situated at the edge of a precipice from which
they could be hurled into a physical and financial nightmare at any given
moment in time. Approximately 50 million Americans have NO health
care insurance coverage at all. And many of those who have coverage
have to deal with exclusions, deductibles, co-payments, limited prescription coverage and annual expenditure limits which could (and often
do) strain their family budgets to the breaking point. Universal health
coverage for citizens is in place throughout the countries of the industrialized world, but even the suggestion that the United States follow suite
is met by many with the horrified challenge "Do we want SOCIALIZED
medicine over here?"

While millions of Americans are suffering great financial stress due to
their health care costs, some, according to Mike Eaton's review of
SICKO in NEWS TARGET.com are benefiting greatly from the misery
of the sick. "The drug companies, surgeons, medical specialists, health
insurance companies and private hospitals are making out like bandits,
raking in multi million dollar CEO salaries and-I'm not making this
up--more than 500% markups on some prescription drugs." He refers to
these "bandits" not as "health care providers", but rather as "sick care
providers". In spite of all of the talk about the very negative impact of
medical malpractice insurance on physician income, a 2006 study by the
Center for Studying Health System Change funded by the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation, concluded "medicine overall remains one of the
most well paid professions in the United States; at least half of all patient care physicians earned more that $170,00 in 2003 and physician
average net income was about $203,000". These incomes clearly put
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most physicians in the top 3% of all wage earners in the United States.
Our fear and concern for our own physical well being is so important to
us that we are apparently willing to overlook the obvious, namely, physicians are indeed very well remunerated for their work and not being
bankrupted by medical malpractice insurance. In fact, at a March 08 forum on health care costs at the Anheuser Busch plant in Baldwinsville,
New York, Prof. Tom Dennison from the Maxwell School at Syracuse
University pointed out that US doctors are paid two to three times more
than doctors in other industrialized countries. Additionally, according to
Dennison, health insurers and drug companies are making excessive
profits and so he raised the dilemma that "We have to wrestle with
whether we see health care as a business or a public good." The medical
profession does indeed require a long and expensive period of preparation, but so does that of college professors and research scientists, and
their remuneration is considerably less. Many involved in health care
have an extraordinary sense of financial entitlement and this has consistently driven medical costs ever higher. One wishes it were possible to
brand Moore, Adams and others who express similarly dismal views of
the American health care system liars, but study after study and politician after politician, both Republican and Democrat, refer to the United
States Health care system as "broken".
Having or not having health insurance can literally mean the difference
between life and death. SICKO details the harrowing experiences of
people without health insurance, and similar horror stories appear in
newspapers throughout the country on a regular basis. Recently research
scientists with the American Cancer Institute conducted a study in which
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they collected hospital data on 600,000 adult cancer patients and followed these patients for a period of five years. They found that 35% of
uninsured patients compared to 23% of insured patients died within that
five year period A Kaiser Foundation Study of 930 uninsured cancer
patients discovered that more than one in four uninsured patients delayed getting treatment. Of course, cancer isn't the only illness not being
adequately treated due to a lack of health insurance, but it is perhaps the
most feared and one of the most costly diseases facing Americans. As
stated earlier, not only the uninsured face medical and financial crises
situations, but frequently the insured are denied certain treatments and
access to certain medicines. In spite of the new Medicare prescription
drug coverage program, many older Americans, as is well known, still
have to face the reality of making a choice between food and medicine.
And that choice is becoming ever more difficult as many Medicare D
Prescription drug programs are raising prices well in excess of the rate
of inflation according to a recent edition of CONSUMER REPORTS
magazine. Since food is an obvious necessity senior citizens sometimes
bypass purchasing their medicines with tragic results.

Nightmare stories of people crushed by the ruthlessness of the American
healthcare system have become so commonplace that they often elicit
little more than a quiet sigh and sad shake of the head. The population
has actually come to ACCEPT the horrendous medical care system as
just one of those things we have to live with. But when, in early 2007, it
was revealed that some of the country's military, returning with serious
wounds from the long war in Iraq, were also receiving poor quality
health care, the nation was outraged. Regardless of their position on the
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Iraq War most Americans were united in their demand that those soldiers who returned from the war with injuries, physical or emotional,
receive the best possible medical care .The outcry erupted in response to
a Feb. 07 WASHINGTON POST article in which authors Dana Priest
and Anne Hull reported deplorable conditions at Building 18 of the Walter Reed Army Medical Center. National outrage prompted a Congressional investigation as most Americans shared Ohio Congresswoman
Jean Schmidt's view that "Our returning troops, who have sacrificed so
much for us, deserve our gratitude, respect and the very best healthcare
available. That is what makes this situation so alarming." In 2005 the
Vietnam Veterans and Iraq Veterans Against the War released a Memorial Day report in which they detailed how the Veterans Affairs health
care system is under funded and overwhelmed by the growing number
of Vets (returning from Iraq) seeking medical care. In that same year,
Sen. Larry Craig, then head of the US Senate Veterans Affairs Committee, complained to the Secretary of Veterans Affairs, Jim Nicholson,
about the reported $1 billion shortfall available for healthcare for veterans. As a result of this severe under funding many thousands of veterans
have suffered with untreated physical and mental afflictions, and their
disabilities are pushing them in the direction of bankruptcy and homelessness. The plight of the large number of homeless veterans, some
200,000, was a frequent topic in the political speeches of Democratic
presidential candidate John Edwards.

The situation at Walter Reed Army Medial Center and the poor care received by our veterans are indeed very alarming, but, perhaps, not astonishing in a society that has such a casual attitude towards the health and
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well being of its citizens. THAT society is not some foreign entity; it is
the United States of America.

WE are that society and if WE as

INDIVIDUALS do not really care about each other's health, then why
are we so surprised at the RE SULTS of our uncaring attitude? The response, "It's so bad, what can anyone do anyway?" is not adequate. As
long as we have complacency about our system nothing is likely to
change. Michael Moore and others have shown us that universal health
care, run by the government WORKS WELL in many other countries
and it CAN work for us if we WANT it to. As long as we see universal
health care as a horrible "enemy" labeled "socialism", which fills us
with fear and dread, we will not seriously explore the possibility of instituting a universal health care program implemented and controlled by
the government And as Michael Moore and others have pointed out,
those making millions from the existing system will try ( and have tried)
to block the implementation of governmentally controlled universal
health care, often through the use of scare tactics, labeling such a system
as the first step towards a socialist regime in the United States. If our
existing health care system were achieving even moderate success in
addressing the health care needs of ALL of its citizens this debate would
not be necessary, but the reports of the World Health Organization
(WHO) have consistently placed the United States way down on a whole
variety of lists measuring health care outcomes. As of 2006 the WHO
ranked the US health care system 3 7th of the 190 countries it surveyed,
well below most of the European nations. The Unites States was ranked
even lower in the level and quality of health enjoyed by its citizens72nd. And its rate of life expectancy (77.3) placed it at number 28. A
recent report released by the Commonwealth Fund ranked the United
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States last among 19 industrialized nations when it comes to deaths that
could have been prevented by timely and effective health care. At the
top of the list were France, Japan and Australia. But the United States
did come in at first place in one area: namely, the per capita spending on
health care in the United States is more than twice as much as that spent
by Canada, Japan and most European countries, all of which have some
version of national health insurance. It would seem to be a reasonable
expectation that great expenditure would produce commensurate results,
but as we have seen this has consistently not been the case and the tragedy of American health care is known throughout the world. When
SICKO appeared at the Cannes Film Festival in 2006 it received a fifteen minute standing ovation. Many viewers were grateful that the awful
story of American healthcare had been brought to the world stage, but
the gratitude of many was definitely not shared by all. There were those
who called Moore a liar and distorter of the truth, in spite of the fact that
all relevant statistical data supports his assertions as do the ongoing tales
of personal tragedies that this broken system inflicts on unfortunate
American individuals and families.

Not surprisingly poor and minority US citizens suffer disproportionately
as victims of our "broken" health care system. According to a 2000
Census Bureau report the percentage of uninsured Blacks was almost
double that of uninsured Whites, 18.5% vs. 9.7%. For Hispanics the
percentage of uninsured was a staggering 32%. Perhaps as a result of the
lack of availability of health care, Black people face a larger number of
health issues in comparison to Whites. For example, the life expectancy
for a Black male child born in 2004 was 69.5 years compared to 75.7
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years for a white male born in the same year. According to the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention African American men are more
likely to get and die from prostate cancer than white men and according
to the American Heart Association 42% of African American men in
2004 had high blood pressure compared to 31 % of White men and cardiovascular disease at a rate of 41 % vs. 34%. A 2005 report in the
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION reported
that Blacks were affected at twice the rate of whites with the drug resistant-staph "superbug" infection. Racial disparities also apply to treatment. A recent study in the journal CANCER reported than in 2002
Blacks were consistently less likely than whites to receive the recommended treatment for lung, breast, colon, rectal and prostate cancer. Dr.
Otis Brawley, chief medical officer of the American Cancer Society
which publishes the journal CANCER, feels that "institutional or societal racism accounts for many of the disparities". A recent study funded
by the United States Dept. of Health and Human Services found that
Blacks and Hispanics who go to a hospital emergency room are significantly less likely than Whites to get pain relieving narcotic medications.
The study involved 150,000 patients between 1993 and 2005.

One

could go on and on presenting a long list of ethnically based health and
health care discrepancies in American society, and while the data presents itself largely in racial and ethnic terms, the discrepancies also reveal "affiuence" discrepancies as many poor minorities simply cannot
afford adequate health care. Many would agree with Dr. Thomas L.
Fisher, an emergency room physician at the University of Chicago
Medical Center, who observed, "It's time to move past describing disparities and work on narrowing them". Those able to afford both good
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preventive and corrective medical care are, of course, more likely to
have better overall health. The "bottom line" issue that has threaded its
way throughout this study is that almost all aspects pertaining to individual well being in American society are income dependent and income, in tum, is education dependent.

Not only is good healthcare unavailable to a large segment of the
American population but so also is good legal counsel and once again,
as we shall see in the next chapter, the "poor" are directly and adversely
affected by their inability to obtain quality legal counsel.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CLASS, CRIME AND JUSTICE

"I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to
the republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible,
with liberty and justice for all". The American Pledge ofAllegiance

"Our criminal laws, while facially neutral, are enforced in a manner
that is massively and pervasively biased. The injustices of the criminal
justice system threaten to render irrelevant fifty years of hard fought
civil rights progress". Ronald Welch et al. Justice on Trial

The last three words of the American pledge of Allegiance make abundantly clear that it is intended that justice be meted out equally to all
Americans. The United States Declaration of Independence and the
United States Constitution provide a rock solid foundation to assure that
the words of the pledge function as a reality for all American citizens.
Clearly, over the years justice has not been provided to all Americans on
an equal basis. Not only slavery itself but the Jim Crow laws following
the abolition of slavery and lasting until the time of the Civil Rights
Movement, are perhaps the most glaring examples of the injustices of
the United States judicial system. However, the purpose of this presentation is not to examine in detail past situations of American life, but
rather to explore the realities Americans are facing in the first decade of
the 21st Century.
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This chapter will investigate issues of judicial disparity as they relate to
the criminal justice system and as with education and health care the
most blatant and glaring disparities in this system are based on "affluence differential." Every society establishes laws that it expects its citizens to follow and it terms certain actions which violate those laws as
criminal. We would assume that a law, once established, would apply
equally to all of the citizenry of a particular community. Obviously in
American history this has not always been the case. In his book Why We
Can't Wait Martin Luther King Jr. draws a distinction between what he

call a "just law" and what he calls an "unjust law." "An unjust law is a
law that a numerical or power majority group compels a minority group
to obey but does not make binding on itself. This is difference made legal. By the same token a just law is a code that a majority compels a minority to follow and that it is willing to follow itself. That is sameness
made legal."

Simply stated if the numerical or power majority of

American society establishes a highway speed limit of 60mph and that
majority insists that ALL United States citizens drive at that speed, that
is a just law according to King, but a law that applies to only one segment of the population, as did the Jim Crow laws prior to the Civil
Rights Movement, those, according to King are unjust laws. The legal
disparities in the first decade of the 21st Century for the most part do not
manifest themselves in the ACTUAL laws on the books, but that does
not mean that disparities have ceased to exist.

The steps an individual encounters when becoming involved in the legal
justice system are arrest, legal counsel, sentencing and incarceration. If
we examine each of these steps we note that the treatment one receives
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along the way is largely dependent on one's societal status. This reality
has been highlighted by a Dec. 07 ruling by the United States Supreme
Court according to which judges may exercise great discretion when
sentencing criminal defendants. The decision is built on a 2005 decision
that made the federal sentencing guidelines advisory rather than mandatory. The United States Sentencing Commission, in backing and implementing the Supreme Court ruling, voted unanimously, immediately following the ruling, to allow some 19, 500 federal prison inmates to seek
reduction in their crack cocaine sentences. To understand this situation
we need to examine laws governing punishment of crack cocaine use
and then discuss who these users have been and why they have consistently received such harsh sentences.

There has long been a discrepancy in mandatory sentencing involving
cocaine use. The controversy revolves around the enormous difference
in the sentences meted out to those using crack cocaine vs. those using
powder cocaine. At the peak of panic over crack cocaine use in the mid
80' s Congress passed a law that created a 100-1 disparity between crack
and powder cocaine offenses. A person has to be caught with 500 grams
of powder cocaine but only 5 grams of crack cocaine to get a mandatory
five year prison sentence. The only LOGICAL reason for arresting drug
users in the first place is because their drug use interferes so strongly
with their ability to be functioning members of society that they become
a burden to their families and to society as a whole. Their care can become very costly and therefore societies have made efforts to curtail
such drug use and have made it illegal. Applying this theory to cocaine
use it would be LOGICAL to assume, based on sentencing guidelines,
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that the use of crack cocaine is far more debilitating than the use of powder cocaine and punishment for its use must, therefore, be much harsher
than for the use of powder cocaine. But Craig Reinerman, author of
CRACK IN AMERICA, points out that the sentencing disparities are
largely based on a series of myths. Myth 1: Crack cocaine is different
from powder cocaine which he calls a pharmacological fallacy. Even the
Director of the National Institute of Drug Abuse testified in 2006 that
"the pharmacological effects of cocaine are the same regardless of
whether it is in the form

of powder or crack".

If the

PHARMACOLOGICAL effects are the same what then 1s the
LOGICAL reason for a sentencing differential?

Myth 2: Crack is in-

stantly and inevitably addicting. Much the same charge had been leveled against heroin in the 1960s. Yet, according to studies referenced by
Reinerman, evidence points in another direction. For over twenty years
the government's National Survey on Drug Use has found that about
80% of those who have ever tried crack cocaine did not use it during the
prior year. Additionally, according to a recent study reported in the
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION crack
cocaine is not significantly more addictive than powder cocaine. So if
the addictive properties of crack cocaine are no more powerful than of
powder cocaine why such huge sentencing disparities? Myth 3: The
"plague" of crack use spread quickly to all sectors of society. Except for
the well publicized use of crack by some celebrities this has not really
happened. Most of the users of crack initially were, and largely continue
to be, poor people, mostly minorities living in large cities. Reinerman
points out that a link was established between crack cocaine use and
what has long been perceived by many Americans as a "dangerous"
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segment of the population, namely, financially deprived African American males. In fact it is most likely that link which caused crack cocaine
to be labeled as particularly "dangerous". Myth 4: Crack is the CAUSE
of violent crime. Certainly addicts of all kinds searching for funding of
their illegal and usually very expensive drug habit do commit crimes,
but police records show that alcohol and drugs other than crack, as well
as the impoverished living conditions experienced by many inner city
people, are equally responsible for crime. Myth 5: Harsh sentences are
needed to deter "serious" crack use and trafficking.

These harsh sen-

tences in an attempt to stop trafficking have resulted in the arrest of
many low level users and sellers caught with small amounts of crack.
The result of these mandatory sentencing guidelines has caused the incarceration of many thousands of people and given the United States the
highest incarceration rate in the world. It increased the number of incarcerated drug offenders from approximately 50,000 in 1980 to almost
450,000 in the middle of the first decade of the 21st Century. It has also
cost the nation billions of dollars.

This discussion of cocaine use, while both lengthy and detailed, serves
as a key example to an investigation of the disparities experienced between the haves and have nots in their journey through the American
judicial system today. Every study investigating the use of crack cocaine
shows that its use is heavily concentrated among marginalized poor people who are overwhelmingly young and Black. As stated earlier, as a
result of the 2007 Supreme Court ruling regarding mandatory sentencing
and the resultant Sentencing Commission guidelines, 19,500 federal
prison inmates, most of them African Americans, have the opportunity
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to seek reductions in their crack cocaine sentences. Currently four of
every five crack defendants are African American, while most powder
cocaine defendants are White. The LAWS THEMSELVES do not ostensibly distinguish between members of a society, but the cocaine laws are
a clear example of how laws can be CRAFTED so they are applied unfairly within the overall population. If a law targets the behaviors or
practices exhibited PRIMARILY by a specific group, but only
OCCASIONALLY engaged in by others outside that group, it is a
TARGETED law intended for a specific population, but potentially
sweeping along any and all violators.
Once a person is arrested for violating a law, whether it be a just law or
an unjust law (re King's definition), he begins his journey through the
American judicial system. According to "law" all Americans are entitled
to legal counsel, but as is well known legal counsel can be very pricey
and since many who are arrested are operating at bare subsistence levels,
they cannot possibly afford to pay any legal expenses. Most states provide the poor with state paid legal defense through organizations bearing
such names as Indigent Defense Services. Unfortunately for the poor
these services are woefully under funded and understaffed. For example
according to the New York Bar Association only 14% of the legal needs
of the state's lowest income populations are being met, and when we
examine Syracuse, New York, in Chapter Five "A Tale of Two Cities"
we will see the dire consequences this has for many citizens. Not only
are those charged with a crime unable to secure legal counsel, but those
involved in such matters as landlord tenant disputes, medical issues, last
wills, divorce cases, and welfare disputes are also in effect "denied" le-
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gal assistance. Since the cost of legal counsel is high, the higher up one
stands on the economic ladder the more one can afford good legal help.
When wealthy businessmen and powerful politicians (or members of
their families) are charged with corruption or other transgressions they
"lawyer up" (referring to the hiring of multiple lawyers as the expression
goes) and that is not cheap! They are able to afford the best legal counsel
to steer them as far away from a prison cell as possible (and for them it
is often very possible). So in a matter as fundamental as having adequate
legal counsel to assist with life's problems one's financial status plays a
MAJOR role.

Once legal counsel has been provided (at times NOT BEFORE lengthy
incarceration has already taken place as we will see in Chapter Five
"Syracuse: A Tale of Two Cities"), the individual has to face sentencing
and possible incarceration. There is an old African American folk tale by
the title "Ole' Sis Goose". The tale revolves around a goose who is
caught swimming in a pond that 01 Br'r Fox thought belonged to him
and so he dragged her off to court to stand trial for trespassing. When
they arrived at the courthouse Ole Sis Goose noticed that "de sheriff, he
wus er fox, en de judge he wus er fox, and der tourneys, dey wus foxes.
And all de jurymen, dey wus foxes too". Ole Sis Goose was tried and
executed, leading the narrator to conclude" when all de folks in de cotehouse is foxes, and you is des er common goose, der ain't gwine to be
much jestice for poore cullud folks". For a long time in American life
the plight of Ole Sis Goose was replicated in courthouses throughout the
country in which Black defendants were tried by all white juries presided over by white judges and white attorneys often leading to their re46

ceiving unjust sentences. In fact, just recently in a 7-2 March 08 Supreme Court ruling, the justices let it be known that they would regard
negatively any effort to exclude black jurors from serving on a jury. At
the very worst Black defendants were exposed to lynch law by which
they were executed by a group of vigilantes before they even had their
day in court. While these dire situations no longer prevail, inequity in
sentencing, an example of which we have just observed in relation to
cocaine use, does still exist. In fact, a 2002 study conducted under the
auspices of the Youth Law Center (Washington DC) and discussed in an
article by Salim Muwakki in the CHICAGO TRIBUNE in May of that
year, found that there were huge disparities in the way white and minority suspects were sentenced in the criminal justice system when charged
with similar crimes. Muwakki reported that, according to the study
"among young people who have not been sent to a juvenile prison before, blacks are more than six times as likely as whites to be sentenced
to prison and when charged with violent crime, black teenagers are nine
times more likely than whites to be sentenced to prison. For drug offenses, black youths are 48 times more likely than whites to wind up in
prison."

The last step in an individual's journey through the judicial system occurs after he has been sentenced to jail and experiences incarceration.
Not only is the FREQUENCY of incarceration, as we have seen, often
dependent on the social and economic status of the defendant, but the
condition of the jail itself is also a variable dependent on status and income. The term "country club" prison, while probably an exaggeration ,
describes facilities that are at least minimally well maintained and even
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comfortable, where so called "white collar criminals" are housed, while
most "ordinary" criminals often have to do their time in old and inadequate facilities. Not only is the differential quality of the jails themselves alarming, but the United States incarceration rate itself is downright shocking! According to Bureau of Justice Statistics for 2000 the
incarceration rate of ALL major European nations was either about or
below 100 per 100,000. By contrast the US incarceration rate for its
citizens was almost incredibly higher. Unites States incarceration rates
included: White women 63 per 100,000; Hispanic women, 117 per
100,000; Black women 380 per 100,000; White men 683 per 100,000,
Hispanic men 1,715 per 100,000 and Black men 4,777 per 100,000. Either the European nations are allowing their criminals to roam the streets
freely or United States citizens are the most "criminal" people in the industrialized world.
Clearly, as with education and health care, access to good, and even just
adequate, legal counsel is largely income dependent. Obviously, the type
of legal counsel one is able to afford plays a key role in determining the
nature of one's journey through the judicial system.

The disparities examined thus far will now be applied to one specific
location, the city of Syracuse, New York.
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CHAPTER FIVE: SYRACUSE, NEW YORK: A TALE OF TWO

CITIES

"There can't really be two Syracuses----where one part thrives and the
other decays". Editorial, SYRACUSE POST STANDARD. Nov. 2007

"The difficulty in discussing the Onondoga County economy is defining which one (economy) to discuss. Is it the one that includes one of
the deepest pockets of poverty in America, as in Syracuse's Near West
Side or the one with one of the nation's toniest neighborhoods, such as
those lining Skanneatlas Lake?" John Mariani, "Economist with State
says Region has Rallied" SYRACUSE POST STANDARD, October
2007

This chapter proposes to show how the disparities presented in the previous chapters apply to a specific locale, a medium sized American city,
Syracuse, New York. To elaborate the discussion involving Syracuse
two locations will be referenced: the city of Syracuse itself and one of its
more affluent suburbs, the town of Manlius. First a brief demographic
snapshot of each will be presented.

SYRACUSE:

Population-150,000
Median annual household Income-$28,000
Median house value-$75,000
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Median annual property tax-$2,200
Bachelor's Degree or higher-23%
Racial Identity-White: 62%
Black 25%

MANLIUS

Population-32,000
Median annual household income-$60,000
Median House Value-$150,000
Median annual property tax----$4,800
Bachelor's Degree or Higher--49%
Racial Identity-White 95%
Black 1%

Even a cursory glance at the demographics presented above makes clear
that these are two very different communities. This small volume began
with a discussion of the disparities that exist in the funding of America's
public schools and the resultant inequities in those schools .This issue
will now be applied to an examination of the schools of Syracuse and
those of Manlius.

The story of the Fayetteville Manlius school district is one that does not
need much elaboration. It is a happy, success story, telling of the fine
achievements of its students. In Forbes.corn's 07 ranking of best places
to educate your children (previously referenced) Syracuse/Central New
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York received an A+. As mentioned earlier this rating surely does not
apply to the city schools, but the FM school district is a worthy recipient
of such a grade. In 2006 its two middle schools ranked among the top
three middle schools in the county (Onondaga) in the percentage of students passing the 8th grade standardized state math exam with pass rates
of 89.5 % and 88.2%. The scores on the English portion of the test were
equally satisfying. The drop out rate for FM students was 1% in 2006
and 98% of the 2006 high school graduates continued on to college. The
governor of New York, Eliot Spitzer, visited the FM high school in the
Fall of 2007 and congratulated the school's Science Olympiad Team
which placed in the nationals for the past five years and won the nationals in 2004. The teachers are well qualified (only 4 of 337, or 1%, were
teaching without certification in 2001). Facilities and school supplies in
the FM schools are more than adequate and the district deserves its excellent reputation.

Although the community of Fayetteville Manlius is only approximately
15 miles from downtown Syracuse, the Syracuse city students might as
well be attending schools in a different country. In stark contrast to the
happy story of the successes of the FM school district theirs is a tragic
story overwhelmed with failure and disappointment. The proud performance of the FM 8th graders on the state standardized tests is for the
Syracuse city students a tale almost unbelievable in its failure. In contrast to the top performing FM middle schools, the three lowest performing county schools on that test were all located in the city of Syracuse.
What is truly mind boggling is the PASS RATE of the students in those
schools: 5.7%, 7.9% and 9.3%. When one first reads this one thinks
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there must be some typo error here, but unfortunately these percentages
are not typos, they are real! At the time the scores were released Richard
Mills, then New York State Commissioner of Education, in reference to
the low scores, observed: "This pattern has to change. All youngsters
have to emerge from middle school ready for high school. More than
one third of Syracuse high school students fail to graduate. We still have
a lot of work to do". By no stretch of the imagination could anyone pronounce these Syracuse 8th graders ready for high school. Mills' observation that "we still have a lot of work to do" is an understatement of
gigantic proportions. As a first step he pronounced "the need to look at
teacher preparation". While only approximately 1% of FM teachers were
teaching without state certification, approximately 9% of Syracuse
teachers ( 171 of 1930) were not fully certified. Of the frighteningly bad
performance statistics of the Syracuse 8th graders Deputy Syracuse
School Superintendent Christine Vogelsang said, "If you're not from
Syracuse you're going to look at (the statistics), and think we're not doing well, and we are". It is hard to see by what possible stretch of the
imagination ANYONE could look at those statistics and think, "Job well
done!"

A recent editorial in the Syracuse POST STANDARD, in reference to
the severely underperforming schools, observed that the hope is "that the
adults can figure out how to fix these middle schools----and soon, otherwise students will not succeed in high school". Indeed they are not
succeeding in high school; approximately one third of the students do
not graduate and fewer than half of the city's youth graduate from high
school in four years. As in so many underperforming school districts
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throughout the country, the Syracuse School District has tried various
tactics to improve student performance including the establishment of
magnet schools, charter schools, alternative schools (for students with
behavioral problems), but to little avail. In the Fall of 2007 eighteen
candidates seeking city office in Syracuse gathered to discuss the state
of the city's public schools and to make suggestions for their improvement. One candidate said if elected he would take on a specific role designated "education crusader". Another suggested vouchers be issued to
children in underperforming schools so they could attend private schools
(most of which in the Syracuse metropolitan area cost several thousand
dollars a year---was he suggesting each child in the underperforming
school receive a $5,000 voucher worth thousands and if less who in their
financially distressed families would make up the difference?). A third
candidate advocated the establishment of more charter schools (which to
date have had little success in Syracuse) and a fourth suggested the city
establish a curfew so students would remain at home and presumably
focus on their studies. Few emphasized the ABSOLUTE necessity of
increasing the funding allocated to these schools. In fact at the same
time that the Superintendent of the Syracuse schools, Dan Lowengard,
was vigorously arguing in favor of the establishment of a new alternative middle school for students with behavioral problems, he acknowledged that such a program would be expensive and, in fact, its implementation was put on hold for the 08-09 school year. The current alternative middle school was labeled a "failure" by a POST STANDARD
editorial in late 07 which pointed out that attendance at that school was
only 50%. Not only is the city school district way behind the affluent
suburbs in the amount of funding generated by school property taxes,
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but in proportion to its needs, the district receives less STATE AID than
the wealthier districts .For example for the 2007-08 school year, the city
of Syracuse received an increase in State aid of 8.6%, while the wealthy
Fayetteville Manlius district received an increase of 21.8%. The major
problem facing the Syracuse school district is really not very difficult to
comprehend---it is a LACK OF MONEY. Politicians and educators can
dance around the realities all they wish, but without adequate funding
NOTHING related to the public school education of Syracuse city students can really change and improve. Year after year after year the same
dismal situation drags on and all kinds of lip service and feeble and unsuccessful efforts to bring about change are bandied about and many are
hesitant to face the BOTTOM LINE reality head on-THE CITY
SCHOOLS NEED MONEY AND WITHOUT ADEQUATE FUNDING
THINGS WILL NEVER IMPROVE.

As can be seen from the demographic picture of Syracuse, many Syracuse city households live on incomes well below the national median.
POST STANDARD staff writer John Mariana in an article on the economy of Onondaga County stated, as presented at the start of this chapter:
"The difficulty in discussing the Onondaga county economy is defining
which one (economy) to discuss. Is it the one that includes one of the
deepest poverty pockets in America, as in Syracuse's Near West Side or
the one with one of the nation's toniest neighborhoods such as those lining Skanneatlas Lake?" The story of Syracuse's sagging economy is as
dismal as the story of its schools. One in four Syracusans lives below the
poverty level and Syracuse's children are nearly twice as likely to be
poor than children in New York City. When Joan Mahoney became
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Commissioner of Onondaga County in 2008 she observed that it was
time for Syracusans to launch a new conversation about the city's "stunning" levels of poverty. People are being laid off (many permanently)
from their jobs in record numbers as numerous established Syracuse
based industries such Penny Curtis, Syracuse Cutlery, Bristol Myers
Squibb and New Process Gear were either closing their plants or shrinking their workforce. A large percentage of the poorly paid work force of
Syracuse has few to no resources on which to rely to ease them through
rough times. During the 2007 Christmas season agencies serving the
Syracuse poor such as the Rescue Mission and the Salvation Army reported a huge increase in the number of people requesting their assistance. This increase in requests for aid came at a time when the influx of
donations to these organizations turned sharply lower.

The dismal economic plight of Syracuse residents is often compounded
by serious problems related to their receiving adequate health care.
Studies have shown that skyrocketing health insurance premiums are
causing many Syracuse area businesses to drop employer sponsored
health plans or to shift more of the cost of health benefits to the employees. Many of these workers can't bear the extra cost themselves and they
don't qualify for government assistance. So when they lose their employer sponsored health coverage many have no health insurance at all
and join the millions of uninsured around the country. Recently a major
Syracuse insurer, Excellus Blue Cross, discontinued the coverage they
long provided under the name HMO Blue. They shifted to a new product designated HMOBlue 25 which was vividly described in the letter of
a local resident to the POST STANDARD: "The co-pay for primary care
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and lab work is increasing by over 800 percent. That is not a typo. The
co-pay for specialty care and X rays is increasing by over 1,300 percent". He pointed out that the cost for his wife's hip surgery would have
cost $750 more under the new Excellus Blue coverage. Clearly such increases in health care premiums and expenses can not be borne by the
wage earners of Syracuse income level households.

In an editorial

appearing in the Fall of 07 in the Syracuse POST

STANDARD the editors asked a very key question: "Are all citizensregardless of how they look, where they live, whether they have money
or what crimes they are accused of committing---entitled to competent
legal representation?" According to the New York Civil Liberties Union, which has filed a class action law suit against the state on the
grounds that the state has failed to meet its Constitutional obligations,
all United States citizens are entitled, under the United States Constitution, to receive adequate legal counsel. The Civil Liberties Union singled out several counties, including Onondaga County, as not providing
satisfactory legal aid for poor clients. Three examples of this situation
were presented in the POST STANDARD editorial previously referenced. One woman spent three months in jail for allegedly stealing deodorant without being able to speak with an attorney. A homeless man,
accused of breaking into an abandoned building and stealing copper wire
did not meet with a lawyer between June and Nov. of 2007. And a third
man, accused of grand larceny and criminal possession of a forged instrument, was in jail for over two months without speaking to a lawyer.
In sharp contrast to this dismal picture of the plight of the poor in the

pipelines of the legal justice system is the position of several young men
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who were students in the Fayetteville Manlius School district. These
young men were accused of hacking into the high school's computer
system and thus faced criminal charges in connection with computer
tampering .. The students were required to appear before the Manlius
Village Justice which they did "flanked by their lawyers and their parents". For those students charged with felonies the Onondaga District
Attorney's office recommended "bail be set at $15,000 or a $30.000
bond". The Village justice asked the lawyers why he should not go
along with the prosecutor's recommendation and in each case the lawyer
responded that his client had never been in trouble before and posed no
flight risk. The justice waived bail for all of the students facing felony
charges and released them on their own recognizance. The issue here in
comparing the treatment experienced by the poor and the well off is related ONLY to the provision of legal counsel and not to the question of
guilt or innocence. The young men from Fayetteville were obviously
able to pay for legal counsel which the three previously mentioned persons accused of wrongdoing were apparently not able to do. The POST
STANDARD editorial is clear that Onondaga County has an obligation
to "make sure poor clients are well served---justice for most is not the
constitutional mandate". The inability to secure adequate legal counsel
continues to take its toll when those accused of crime are sentenced. In
late 2007, the Justice Policy Institute of Washington DC claimed that in
Onondaga County Blacks are imprisoned at 99 times the rate of Whites
for drug offenses. Marsha Weissman, Executive Director of Syracuse's
Center for Community Alternatives, said that many factors are responsible for this situation. First of all, police are more likely to have a significantly larger presence in the poor communities of the inner city than on
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the streets of the wealthier adjacent suburbs. Then, once individuals are
in the judicial pipeline, the experiences of those with money and those
without are markedly different.

Just as there are two Americas, there are two Syracuses---one very poor,
and one very comfortable. And just as in the case of the two Americas,
the foundation of "each" Syracuse rests on its educational system. The
children of Fayetteville Manlius (and similar affluent suburban school
districts) with a good educational system are much, much less likely
than the students in the horribly inadequate schools of Syracuse, to ever
experience poverty and the resultant crises regarding health care and
legal counsel .

Of course, Syracuse, New York is just one mid sized American city, but
its situation can be duplicated many times over in similarly sized cities
through out the country. Therefore, the observations about Syracuse
represent not an isolated case study, but rather a representative one.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION

"Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never
will. Find out just what any people will quietly submit to and you have
found the exact measure of injustice and wrong that will be imposed
upon them, and these will continue till they are resisted with either
words or blows or both. The limits of tyrants are prescribed by the endurance of those whom they oppress." Frederick Douglass

"The curse of poverty has no justification in our age. It is socially as
cruel and blind as the practice of cannibalism at the dawn of civilization when men ate each other because they had not yet learned to take
food from the soil or to consume the abundant animal life around
them. The time has come for us to civilize ourselves by the total, direct
and immediate abolition ofpoverty". Martin Luther King, Speech, 1967

In his 1964 book Why We Can't Wait Martin Luther King stated that the
first step to be taken in any campaign against injustice is to compile "a
collection of facts to determine whether injustices exist". Hopefully this
little volume has carried out that step and highlighted some very definite
and very specific injustices which are present in American society today.
Of course there are those who do not see what has been detailed as unjust; they think that the status quote is satisfactory as is or only in need
of minor repair. Such people have existed throughout our history. These
are the people who will not only not participate in bringing about the
type of change suggested here, but will OPPOSE all efforts to do so.
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Usually they are the people who are responsible for the continuation of
the injustices herein addressed and they will exert all of their power to
make sure that the status quo which so greatly benefits them remains
firmly in place. It is thus very evident that those seeking societal transformation will need a great deal of courage and patience. In fact the injustices discussed in this volume are so prevalent, and have been for so
long, that many people despair of there ever being any meaningful
change. But this despair is misplaced. Throughout its history the United
States has witnessed SIGNIFCANT and SUCCESSFUL efforts to
eliminate the inequalities faced by its citizens. It is these efforts which
should serve as the inspiration for bringing about needed change at the
start of the 21st Century.

After a period of approximately 250 years the United States legally
ended the institution of slavery in the mid 19th Century. Clearly American slavery was one of man's great inhumanities to man and it was practiced not only by some greedy businessmen of the time, but also by such
well known champions of liberty and justice as our first president
George Washington and the drafter of the DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE Thomas Jefferson. It took a war to end this American
nightmare of injustice, but the country did finally bring slavery to an
end. The elimination of slavery did not, however, bring an end to legally
sanctioned segregation between white and black Americans and it took
another century after the abolition of slavery for the United States to
deal with that issue. Until the mid 20th Century legal forms of racial discrimination were firmly in place in the form of Jim Crow LAWS which
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controlled the ability of African American citizens to vote and to have
access to equal education and public facilities. Fed up with this situation
African Americans rose up in the mid 20th Century and demanded an
end be put to these blatant forms of racism. The struggle was long and
difficult and resulted in the death and injury of many participants in
what has come to be known as the Civil Rights Movement. Its best
known leader, Martin Luther King Jr., considered a dangerous trouble
maker at the start of the movement, is now recognized as one of America's most important heroes whose courage has been recognized with a
Nobel Peace Prize and a national holiday celebrated in his memory.

Another clear injustice in our society has pertained to the status of
women who, as in many societies throughout the world, have been marginalized in a myriad different ways. Before 1920 American women
were denied the right to vote. Additionally, the doors of most colleges
and universities, as well as the doors to high level jobs and careers, were
closed to them. Electing women to public political office at any level
was regarded merely a foolish notion by most of American society, including many women themselves. Not until women took their situation
into their own hands and demonstrated on the streets and elsewhere to
demand their rights, did their issues get serious attention. Finally in
1920, almost a century after the first Women's Rights Convention was
held in Seneca Falls, New York in 1848, women gained the right to vote
through the passage of the 19th Amendment to the Constitution. It took
the Women's Rights Movement, also led by women a half century later,
to open University and career doors for women (and they are still not
completely open).
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And so when we feel inclined to despair about many present day issues
of inequality we must look to our ancestors for inspiration to help us
find the courage to do what is needed to bring about change. The enormous changes of the past were only brought about by the extraordinary
commitment and bravery of men and women who devoted themselves to
putting an end to injustice, often at great cost to themselves, sacrificing
their time, energy, money, and in some cases even their lives, to work
towards that which they felt needed to be accomplished. Many of these
people were ordinary men and women who found themselves capable of
extraordinary commitment to a cause in which they believed deeply.
They did not wait for a messiah or savior to rescue them from what they
found an intolerable situation. Those who engaged in civil rights activities did not sit around waiting for some "kindly" and like minded political leader to come forward with a plan to "give" all Americans their
civil rights. Instead they came together to form relevant organizations
and then begin a process of ceaseless agitation. For this they were often
initially ostracized, ridiculed and punished .All of these heroes and heroines, "sung and unsung", were very significant figures in bringing about
MONUMENTAL AND IMPORTANT CHANGES in the way we live
today. We now take the right of women and minorities to vote as a given
and we also accept as a given the right of all American citizens, regardless of race, gender or age, to have access to public facilities and services. We can well ask, if our foremothers and forefathers, who fought
for Civil Rights and Women's Rights, had been so intimidated by the
power of those maintaining the status quo for their own benefit that they
would not have taken action, where would the rights of women and minorities be today?
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This volume has indicated a number of specific areas in desperate need
of change. For far too long have OUR children, the NATION'S children,
innocent young people, not been given equal educational opportunities.
For far too long, have some of our citizens been unable to get healthcare
or essential medication. For far to long has unequal justice been meted
out to those unable to afford adequate legal counsel. And for far too long
have some of us been homeless while others have possessed SEVERAL
large and beautiful homes. It is clear that no one group intent upon
bringing about change can seek to remedy ALL of the unjust situations
at the same time. Concerned groups have to target that area which
THEY feel is in greatest need of change.

This volume began with a chapter on education as, clearly, a good education is the foundation for a "good" life in the United States. Thus, it
would appear evident that the educational system must be changed to
meet the basic needs of ALL American students. Education is also
probably the form of inequality easiest to attack DIRECTLY. Educational funding is controlled by each state; thus there need not be an effort to change a situation that is under the control of the United States
Federal government. People in each state can organize to produce
change in THAT state only. Chapter One clarified that the public
schools of most states are funded first and foremost through property
taxes and so it is that system which must be challenged and changed. It
is not the property tax itself which needs to be eliminated, but rather the
distribution of that tax revenue must be re directed. Each "local" community currently collects tax money only for the funding of its own
schools and thus comes to view the concept of OUR children as refer63

ring only to those living in the "local" community. This limited vision
does not allow people to think of the children of the entire state as
"OUR" children. They feel an obligation to provide ONLY for their
LOCAL community's children and the rest don't matter to them. This
mindset has long been in place and is accepted by most of the population. It will be very, very difficult to alter this mindset, but it CAN be
done. A nation which could give up slavery, abolish Jim Crow laws and
empower its female citizens CAN be made to realize the NEED to give
ALL of ITS children an equal education. Bringing this about will not be
easy, bringing about great change has never been easy, but it must be
undertaken by those who see the need. School Property taxes should be
collected under the assumption they are funding the education of the
children of AN ENTIRE STATE, not just those of a local community.
The school property taxes then will not be sent to a local commissioner
of taxes, but rather to a state commissioner of taxes by whom they will
be distributed to districts throughout the state proportionate to the number of students in a given district. That way the same amount of money
will be spent on each child in the states' public schools, regardless of
where that child lives. This would definitely BEGIN to level the educational playing field by providing equal educational opportunity for each
child, and as a result help to eliminate some of the gross inequities outlined in Chapter One. There is little question that the citizens of wealthy
school districts will resist this effort. Thus, those who are interested in
binging this change about will have to work all the harder. The methodologies best suited to bringing about the desired change involve politics
and "direct action" (as described and carried out by Martin Luther
King). Politicians must adopt (or be coerced into adopting) this form of
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educational funding change as part of their political election platform.
For guidance on carrying out "a direct action" campaign there can be no
better guide than Dr. King's slim volume Why We Can't Wait. Most of
the efforts of the Civil Rights Movement were grass roots movements.
Political leader Barack Obama, a strong advocate of "change", stated
that change comes "from the bottom up". The "sea change" movement
that is needed to establish a new way of funding our public schools will
definitely have to involve a strong grass roots component.

Specifically, it is the local recipients of a poor quality education who
will have to make it clear that they are no longer willing to accept the
status quo. They will have to reject the myriad "band aid solutions" that
have been offered them over the years (none of which have really
worked) and demand financial equality with their more affluent
neighbors in adjacent school districts. First they must call attention to
the facts of their deplorable situation. For example, the concerned citizens of Syracuse must make known to the residents of the city, as well
as to the residents of the state, the country and even the world (yes, this
sounds melodramatic but this is what occurred during the Civil Rights
Movement) just how bad their schools really are, and by comparison
how good the schools in the affluent neighboring suburbs really are.
They must highlight that in three of the city's middle schools UNDER
10% of the children are passing the state standardized math test at the
eighth grade level and the percentage of those passing the standardized
English test is similar. They must highlight that in the affluent neighboring suburbs approximately 90% of comparable grade level students are
passing. They must highlight that while the city schools do not have
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enough money to provide textbooks and supplies for all students, a
wealthy nearby suburban school was involved in an intense debate about
providing its high school students with millions of dollars worth of athletic support in the form of a new stadium and artificial turf (to be financed through additional tax revenue). They MUST make sure that
MEDIA ATTENTION is focused on their situation and they must organize sit-ins and rallies to call attention to their plight. And, VERY
IMPORTANT, they must "KEEP AT IT". The great strength of the
Civil Rights Movement was that the participants did not let up on their
activities; they continued their protests and agitations day after day after
day. A one shot rally is not effective. It gets a passing glance and then is
considered by a large segment of the population as "over and done".
Those who are opposed to change have every interest that overt demonstrations be brief. There is no doubt that such a grass roots movement
will take much stamina, dedication, and courage, but THAT IS WHAT
IS NEEDED to bring about REAL change. Re directing the funding of
our public school system is a necessity if equal economic opportunity
for everyone is ever to have a chance of success in the Unites States. As
stated earlier the SYSTEM of using property taxes for the funding of
public schools will not be altered;

it is the collection and

DISTRIBUTION of the property taxes that will change. People will be
asked to broaden their concept of "our" children to extend beyond a local village, town or city to include an entire state. This will involve a
HUGE shift in peoples' mindsets, but Americans have made such mindset shifts before and they must be asked to do so once again.
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Obviously, not all readers of this little volume will feel that education is
the first and foremost area of concern in need of change. Some will feel
we should first tackle the health care system, others the legal justice system and yet others the establishment of a fair and equitable wage. In
each case, once the problem area is clearly identified, a move to bring
about dramatic change must be undertaken.

The chapter on health care has clearly shown that the greed of the private sector has, for a long time, not been working to benefit the health of
the American masses. Since the private sector has clearly demonstrated
its many weaknesses in providing fair and adequate health care to all, it
is incomprehensible on what basis the public wants to continue with that
sector in charge of their physical well being. It appears that in many
quarters there is a great fear of GOVERNMENTAL control of health
care, but WE ARE the GOVERNMENT! The DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE states at its very beginning that "Governments are
instituted among men" to secure the rights of the citizens. So why are we
so hesitant to tum to that government (namely to ourselves) to secure
our RIGHT to adequate health care? Governmental control of health
care is working well in many, many countries and those interested in
seeing governmental control of health care in the United States must
make clear to their legislators-no health care, no job (elected position
for them). As in the case of education those interested in focusing on
improved health care must stage a campaign of agitation directed to their
state or federal legislators. And as with education they cannot afford to
"let up" in their program of agitation.
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The United States has the highest incarceration rate in the world. Currently, according to a state by state Pew research study report, one of
every one hundred Americans is currently sitting in a jail or prison!!! As
pointed out in the section on legal justice those suffering incarceration
are disproportionately poor and often "minority". If we believe what the
PLEDGE

OF

ALLEGIANCE

and

THE

DECLARATION

OF

INDEPENDENCE tell us, then we are ALL entitled to equal justice under the law and we must agitate to receive that which our government
has promised us.

Rather than briefly highlighting a single gross inci-

dent of injustice we must target a whole community's way of meting out
justice. Once again we can tum to Syracuse, New York and agitate that
adequate legal counsel be provided to all Syracuse residents (or to those
of any other targeted area) when they have need. The chapter on Syracuse presents numerous incidents in which adequate legal counsel
clearly was not available to those needing it. As with education and
health care any focused effort to bring about change in the judicial system must be steady and constant.

Some may feel that the current minimum wage in the United States (including in those states in which the minimum wage is slightly above the
national minimum), is not really a "living wage". They may want to agitate to raise this wage. At the same time they may also seek to eliminate
the sense of entitlement that people in certain job areas have regarding
the wage that they receive. As pointed out in a previous chapter, physicians, for example, frequently complain that they cannot "survive" on
the income they currently receive. As they are among the top 3% of
wage earners in the country their situation is certainly not a matter of
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"survival". And many CEOs of large corporations feel that their multi
million dollar annual salaries are entirely justified. As long as the public
supports this sense of "professional salary and wage entitlement" nothing will ever change. The same "direct action" tactics that have been
suggested for other areas, in which dramatic change is sought, can also
be applied to dealing with salary "entitlement".

Since it is obvious, as Dr. King clearly pointed out, that not everything
can be changed at once, it is wisest to focus on one area for change at a
time and bring all resources available to that area. Thus, since not all
negative aspects of our society can be changed simultaneously it would
appear that bringing about a change in the way we fund the educational
system would be a good first point of focus. Without an adequate education an American will automatically have difficulty in acquiring a good
situation in relation to the other areas mentioned. Those interested in
bringing change to the way we fund our schools should target a specific
academically and financially impoverished school district and draw attention to the dismal educational realities facing the students of that district. In the process a nearby affluent and academically successful district should be used as a foil. Once the specific focus has been established a relentless direct action program of the type advocated by Martin
Luther King should be initiated to draw attention to the issue.

Obviously this book is appearing at a given moment in time and the
SPECIFICS of the situations described herein are in a constant state of
flux, and so the data is apt to shift and sometimes to do so dramatically.
Data updates can easily be obtained from the internet. But what is of
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greater significance than occasional data fluctuation is the reality of the
areas for concern. These areas-education, health care, legal counsel,
wage discrepancies-have long existed and been of grave concern to
many, and it is vital to the well being of ALL of America's citizens that
needed change will be brought about, sooner rather than later.
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This small volume is an attempt to analyze the reality of the "Two
Americas". The gap between the two (the 'haves' and 'have nots')
has been steadily widening and this book offers a clear and simple
presentation of the facts and figures that depict this 'gap'.
The author, Rennie Simson, is Assistant Professor at Syracuse
University's Department of African American Studies. Professor
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